The Selected Letters of Robert Creeley
Group, 1963: “Jerry Heiserman (later Sufi ‘Hassan’), the car whose? Dan McCloud (later editor of Georgia Straight underground paper), Allen Ginsberg, Bobbie Louise Hawkins Creeley, Professor Warren Tallman our host, Robert Creeley above big Charles Olson. Seated below left, Thomas Jackrell (student poet who wrote about Campbell soup cans), Philip Whalen poet, and postmodern poetics editor Don Allen—in front of Tallman’s house—he’d sent me ticket to return round world after year-and-half in India for Vancouver B.C. Canada university poetry conference, last days of July 1963” (Allen Ginsberg). Photo by Allen Ginsberg. © Allen Ginsberg Estate.
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What you do is how you get along. What you did is all it ever means.

—ROBERT CREELEY, “PLACE TO BE”
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